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The interior of your house is something 

personal. It’s what makes your house a 

home. You choose furniture that reflects 

your taste, the trends you like and your 

personal situation. So why would your 

bedroom be any different. That’s why 

Keller doesn’t just offer wardrobes, we 

offer wardrobes that fit you!

At Keller we offer an extensive, 

up-to-date collection of wardrobes, 

beds, beside cabinets and a wealth of 

accessories to choose from. This is how 

we give you all the tools you need to 

make your own personal wardrobe.  

Because you can choose different 

sizes, colours and interiors, the Keller 

wardrobes are highly customizable so 

they will always match your interior. 

That’s one of the many advantages 

Keller can offer. Others include drawers 

with top-market ball bearings, premium 

hinges on all hinged doors and pre-

drilled mounting holes to give you all 

the freedom to redesign the cabinet 

divisions. You’ll find out more further on 

in this brochure. 

As a purely European brand with over 

80 years of experience in furniture 

design and manufacturing, we are able 

to make the wardrobe of your dreams. 

To help you realise it, we sell our 

products exclusively through a network 

of selected Keller specialist shops. 

Here, experienced professionals will 

help you plan and design your personal 

wardrobe and give you tips and tricks to 

get the most out of your space. A Keller 

deserves no less, and neither do…

Your 
personal 
storage 
space
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MODELS
WD2000
WD2100

Essential



 & 

WD2000 
polar larch
hinged doors

Standard 
wardrobe 250 cm 
with hinged doors.
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W2000
pebble grey

 & 

Wardrobe 300 cm 
with hinged doors.

basic & 
premium interior

WD2000 
pebble grey
hinged doors
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WD2100
polar larch
hinged doors Headboard in faux 

leather.
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WD2100
golden maple
hinged doors

Overbed unit with 
LED lights 

Bedding box in 
headboard

Underbed box
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WD2100
light ash
hinged doors

golden maple 
decor 
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WD2100 
golden maple
hinged doors

Dresser with 
end corner 

extra storage 
space 
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WD2100
light ash
hinged doors
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WD2100
polar larch
hinged doors

Walk-in 
corner 
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Colours
essential

Carcase and front

white pebble grey polar larch 

pebble grey havanna 

Glass fronts

crystal mirror 

Mirror

treeline 

Interior

WD2000 WD2100
Carcase and front

rustic oak golden maple light ash polar larch 

crystal mirror 

Mirror

treeline 

Interior

white
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Models
WD4000
WD4100
WD4200
WD4300
WD4400
WD4500
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Superior



WD4000
rustic oak & magnolia
hinged doors

Sliding glass doors 
in colour magnolia & 

sahara 

Wardrobe 
with hinged 
glass doors
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WD4000
magnolia & sahara
sliding doors

Chrome handle 
trim

Drawer insert with 
glass front
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WD4000
magnolia & black
hinged doors

Front and pull-outs in 
glass magnolia

Cross trim 
in chrome
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WD4000
magnolia &
sahara
sliding doors
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Sliding and hinged 
glass doors in 
white & black 

WD4000
white & black 
hinged doors
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WD4100
pebble grey & white
hinged doors

Hinged glass doors in 
colour white & 

pebble grey 

Drawer unit with 
glass fronts 
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WD4100
pebble grey & 
white
sliding doors

Soft closing and high 
quality sliding door 

rails

Night lights 
integrated in 
headboard
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WD4100
havanna & 
pebble grey
sliding doors

Sliding door wardrobe 
with 2 doors
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WD4100
white & havanna
sliding doors

white & pebbele grey 
glass hinged doors

magnolia & havanna 
glass sliding doors
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WD4200
dark rustic oak & 
magnolia
bi-fold doors

Walk-in 
corner 
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WD4200
white
bi-fold doors

B-fold panaroma 
doors

A huge availability of storage 
options to personalise your robe
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WD4200
rustic oak & white
bi-fold doors
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WD4200
white
bi-fold doors
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WD4300
champagne
sliding doors
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WD4300
graphite
sliding doors
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Personal touch:
vintage behang achter 

gehard glas.

WD4400
pebble grey & white
hinged doors

LED clip-on-lights 
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WD4400
white & havanna
hinged doors
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WD4400
pebble grey
& timber oak
hinged doors

Vertical 
chrome 

handle trims
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WD4500
pebble grey
sliding doors
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Colours
superior
WD4000 
Carcase

white
handles with 
chrome finish

black
handles with 
chrome finish

rustic oak
handles with 
chrome finish

dark rustic oak 
handles with 
chrome finish

crystal mirror 

MirrorGlass fronts

white black sahara magnolia

WD4300 
Carcase and front

white
handles with 
chrome finish

havanna
handles with 
chrome finish

dark rustic oak 
handles with 
chrome finish

champagne
handles with 
chrome finish

timber oak

Highlight colour

WD4100

white
handles with 
chrome finish

pebble grey
handles with 
chrome finish

havanna
handles with 
chrome finish

rustic oak 
handles with 
chrome finish

Carcase Glass fronts

white havanna pebble grey magnolia crystal mirror 

Mirror

grey striped 

Interior

WD4200 
Carcase and front

white
handles with 
chrome finish

havanna
handles with 
chrome finish

rustic oak
handles with 
chrome finish

dark rustic oak
handles with 
chrome finish

pebble grey
handles with 
chrome finish

Glass fronts

white pebble grey magnolia parasol bronze 

Mirror

grey striped 

Interior

WD4400
Carcase and front

white
handles with 
chrome finish

havanna
handles with 
chrome finish

pebble grey
handles with 
chrome finish

champagne
handles with 
chrome finish

Glass fronts

white champagne pebble grey havanna crystal mirror 

Mirror

grey striped 

Interior

WD4500
Carcase and front

white
handles with 
chrome and 
white finish

havanna
handles with 
chrome and 
havanna finish

pebble grey
handles with 
chrome and  
pebble grey 
finish

crystal mirror 

Mirror

grey striped 

InteriorGlass fronts

white pebble grey havanna

grey striped 

Interior

Glass fronts

white champagne graphite havanna parasol bronze 

Mirror

grey striped 

Interior
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Semi solid wood
MODELS
WD6000
WD6100
WD6200
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WD6000
semi solid oak
sliding doors
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WD6000
semi solid 
oak
sliding doors
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WD6100
semi solid oak
sliding doors
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WD6100
semi solid alder
hinged doors
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WD6200
semi solid alder
hinged & bi-fold doors

bi-fold 
glass doors
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WD6200
semi solid oak & 
magnolia
bi-fold & hinged 
doors
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WD6200
semi solid alder
hinged doors
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Personal touch:
vintage behang achter 

gehard glas.WD6200
semi solid alder
sliding doors
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Colours
semi solid wood

Carcase and front

semi solid alder semi solid oak 

Mirror

Parsol bronze mirror alder 

Interior

WD6100 

WD6200

Glass fronts

 white magnolia sahara 

Carcase and front

semi solid alder semi solid oak 

Mirror

Parsol bronze mirror alder 

InteriorGlass fronts

magnolia 

Carcase and front

semi solid alder semi solid oak 

Mirror

Parsol bronze mirror alder 

Interior

WD6000 
Glass fronts

 white magnolia sahara 
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Carcase colours

Besides white, the carcases of our cabinets can 

be provided with a wood patters. This means no 

extra panels, but the same beautiful design.

Frames and LED lighting 

Some	of	our	models	can	be	fitted	with	a	beautiful	

passepartout frame accentuating your personal 

wardrobe.	To	make	life	a	little	easier	when	it's	

still	dark,	the	frames	can	be	fitted	with	energy-

efficient	LED	lighting.	

Do	you	want	the	light,	but	not	the	frame?	Then	

go	for	one	of	our	more	simpler	cornices.	They	

offer	the	same	convenience,	but	are	easier	on	

the	wallet.	

Designed and manufactured in 
Europe

All	of	Keller's	wardrobes,	cabinets	and	beds	are	

designed	an	manufactured	in	a	state-of-the-art	

factory	in	Europe.	This	means	you	get	continental	

design,	follwing	the	latest	European	trends,	at	

the	best	quality.

Configurable with a wide range of 
interiors

Do	you	have	more	shoes	than	shirts?	Or	do	

you	have	an	impressive	collection	of	dresses?	

With	our	wide	range	of	ineriors,	you	can	fully	

customise	your	wardobe	to	fit	your	needs	and	

wishes.	

High-end hinges and drawers 

We	only	use	the	best	parts	and	materials.	That's	why		

our	wardrobes,	and	cabinets	are	fitted		with	high	

quality	hingend	and	top-of-the-line	ball	bearings.	

That	way,	you	are	assured	everything	opens	and	

closes	neatly,	silent	and	comfortably	and	that	your	

personal	wardrobe	will	last.

Deluxe doors

No	matter	what	model	you	choose,	you	always	

get	premium	quality	door	made	from	the	finest	

wood.	Do	you	want	to	add	more	luxury?	With	our	

unique	glass	doors	or	Parsol	Bronze	mirror	doors,	

you'll	give	your	bedroom	a	royal	touch.

Our standard features

All of our wardrobe cabinets come as a complete 

set. This means that, as standard, they come with 

two shelves and one clothing rail per cabinet and 

you won't have to buy additional accessories to 

get started. 

To make sure even our standard equipment is of 

the highest quality, the shelves are 22 mm thick 

and are supported by metals brackets.

Why 
choose 
Keller



Keller Kitchens Bergen	op	Zoom,	the	Netherlands

Telephone:	 +31	(0)164	-	285	106	

Keller	strives	to	improve	their	products	every	day.	This	can	cause	specification	variations	over	a	period	of	time.	Colours	may	vary	from	

the	actual	product.	No	rights	may	be	derived	from	this.	Visit	your	local	dealer	and	have	all	your	questions	expertly	answered.	
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